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Abstract

This paper considers time-domain spatial multiplexing in MIMO wideband
system, using an LU-based polynomial matrix decomposition. Because the
corresponding pre- and post-filters are not paraunitary, the noise output power is
amplified and the performance of the system is degraded, compared to QR-based
spatial multiplexing approach. Degradations are important as the post-filter
polynomial matrix is ill-conditioned. In this paper, we introduce simple
transformations on the decomposition that solve the ill-conditioning problem. We
show that this results in a MIMO spatial multiplexing scheme that is robust to
noise and channel estimation errors. In the latter context, the proposed LU-based
beamforming compares favorably to the QR-based counterpart in terms of
complexity and bit error rate.

Keywords: Polynomial matrix decomposition; LU decomposition; Beamforming;
MIMO wideband system; time-domain spatial multiplexing

1 Introduction

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technique can provide high spatial freedom

to increase reliability and throughput. This technique has attracted a lot of atten-

tions [1] and has been widely used in various wireless communication standards.

One of the key advantages of MIMO spatial multiplexing is the fact that it is able

to provide additional data capacity. MIMO spatial multiplexing achieves this by

exploiting the multiple paths and effectively using them as additional “channels”

to carry data.

In wideband, due to the delay spread of the different multipath components, the

received signal can no longer be characterized by just an amplitude and phase ran-

dom processes [2]. The effect of multipath on wideband signals must therefore take

into account the multipath delay spread variations. The wireless channel between

a single transmit-receive pair is therefore finite impulse response (FIR) filter in na-

ture. This is due to the transmitted signal arriving at the receiver over multiple

paths and with different time delays [3]. This FIR filter will take the form of a

polynomial in the indeterminate variable z´1, which is used to represent a unit

delay. In this case, for a wireless system consisting of Nt transmit antennas and Nr

receive antennas, the multipath channel transfer function can be represented by a

Nr ˆ Nt polynomial matrix, denoted Hpzq. The received signal on each antenna

is a superposition of signals from the different transmit antennas called co-channel

interference (CCI).

In order to recover the transmitted data sequence corrupted by channel interfer-

ence, a conventional method is the spatio-temporal vector coding (STVC) [4]. STVC
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structure is suggested as a theoretical means for achieving capacity and a reduced

complexity discrete matrix multitone (DMMT) technique is implemented by the

authors to exploit the frequency selective MIMO channel. It is based on discrete

multitone which is a technique that uses the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to

implement frequency-division multiplexing (FDM). DMMT is essentially analogous

to OFDM [5] approach : the wideband problem is reduced to a narrowband form

by using a DFT or FFT to split the data into narrower frequency bands and apply-

ing an SVD at each frequency to decorelate the signals [6]. This approach ignores

correlations between frequency bands and the SVD will order the output channels

according to power in each individual band leading to a lack of phase coherence [7].

An alternative is to consider time-domain scheme for which the diagonalization of

the temporal MIMO channel can be performed once for the entire system [8]. This

design, based on polynomial matrix decomposition, transforms the MIMO channel

into a number of independent single-input single output (SISO) sub-channels. This

is one of the most efficient techniques which is done by a factorization of the MIMO

channel polynomial matrix as:

Hpzq “ UpzqDpzqV pzq, (1)

where Upzq and V pzq are square matrices of sizes Nr and Nt respectively. If the

inverses of V pzq and Upzq, assuming they are stable and causal, are inserted into

the transmission chain respectively as pre- and post-filters, then the original MIMO

channel becomes equivalent to Dpzq. Diagonalization of Hpzq, viz. the factoriza-

tion in (1) with Dpzq diagonal, therefore reduces the MIMO wideband channel to

N “ minpNt, Nrq independent SISO sub-channels, thereby cancelling the CCI. Such

decomposition is most commonly achieved using the popular Polynomial Singular

Value Decomposition (PSVD) method, leading to para-unitary factors Upzq and

V pzq. This paraunitaryness assures that the power distributions of the signal and

noise remain unaltered after post-filtering. However, given a polynomial matrix, a

PSVD factorization as described above does not exist in general [9]. By contrast,

the MIMO spatial multiplexing scheme presented in [10], [11], completely elimi-

nates the CCI. This beamforming method is inspired from a blind equalization

method exploiting the Bezout identity [12], [13]. It is based on a combination of

the classical Smith canonical form and LU (Gauss elimination). The decomposition

method in [11], called LU-PMD (LU-Polynomial Matrix Decomposition), is effec-

tive and does not require any iteration: the algorithm ends up after a finite and

prescribed number of steps, with a matrix Dpzq which is exactly diagonal. More-

over, it was shown in [11] that unless for some improbable original MIMO channel,

all but except the last resulting independent SISO subchannels reduce to simple

additive noise channels. Therefore, in addition to completely cancelling the CCI,

this decomposition also inherently avoids the ISI problem.

However the corresponding factors Upzq and V pzq are unimodular and not para-

unitary as in the QR-based methods. The loss of the latter property induces a serious

limitation consisting in an output noise enhancement. The role of the post-filter in

this performance degradation was clarified: The degradation becomes severe as the

norm and the condition number of the post-filter matrix-valued transfer function
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increase. Improving the post-filter matrix conditioning by a simple row balancing

was proposed in [14]. Significant improvement of the performance, in terms of bit

error rate, has been observed.

In this paper, we revisit the LU-based factorization in [11], in combination with

the row balancing trick in [14]. We show that the resulting transformations solve

the ill-conditioning problem and lead to a MIMO spatial multiplexing scheme that

is robust to noise and channel estimation errors. In the latter context, the proposed

LU-based beamforming compares favorably to the QR-based conterpart in terms of

both complexity and bit error rate.

The structure of this paper is as follow. Section 2 is devoted to the LU-based de-

composition method for MIMO spatial multiplexing scheme. The noise enhancement

problem is also explained. Two solutions, and a combination of both, are presented

in section 3. Simulation results showing that the proposed LU-Based decomposition

significantly reduces the noise enhancement are given in section 3.2 with comparison

with the QR-based scheme. The robustness of the proposed scheme to channel esti-

mation errors is discussed in section 4 with comparison with the QR-based scheme.

Finally, concluding remarks are given in section 5.

2 Methods

2.1 MIMO spatial multiplexing scheme

Let us consider a MIMO communication system which hasNt transmitting antennas

and Nr receiving antennas through a channel represented by its transfert matrix-

valued function Hpzq P C
NrˆNt . Let txi,kukPN denote the equivalent discrete-time

causal signal on the transmit antenna i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ntu and define by

xipzq “
ÿ

kě0

xi,kz
´k (2)

its associated Z-transform. We use the boldface notation xpzq for the column vector

of size Nt given by xpzq “ rx1pzq ¨ ¨ ¨ xNt
pzqsT , where the superscript T stands for

the transpose operator. Likewise, we denote by ypzq, the vector collecting the z-

transforms of the discrete-time signals recorded on the Nr receiving antennas. The

MIMO channel input-output relation can therefore be described in the z-transform

domain by

ypzq “ Hpzqxpzq ` npzq, (3)

where npzq stands for the z-transform of a sample realisation of the noise corruption

n P C
Nrˆ1. Assume that the channel’s transfert matrix Hpzq admits a factorization

as in (1), i.e. Hpzq “ UpzqDpzqV pzq. Then, using the inverse of the factors Upzq
and V pzq, noted by

Upopzq △“ Upzq´1 and Vprpzq △“ V pzq´1

respectively as post- and pre-filters, allows one to reduce the original MIMO chan-

nel into the simpler form Dpzq. Indeed, if the original signal is pre-filtered before
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transmission as in pxpzq “ Vprpzqxpzq “ rpx1pzq ¨ ¨ ¨ pxNt
pzqsT , then the correspond-

ing channel’s output becomes pypzq “ Hpzqpxpzq`npzq. Thus, the post-filtering step

rypzq “ Upopzqpypzq yields the final equivalent system

rypzq “ Dpzqxpzq ` rnpzq, (4)

where we have set rnpzq △“ Upopzqnpzq for the noise after post-filtering.

The decomposition in equation (1) is mostly performed by polynomial matrix

SVD decomposition. The corresponding factors V pzq and Upzq are then expected

to be para-unitary, which means that they satisfy

Upzq˚Upzq “ I and V pzqV pzq˚ “ I, for all z P C,

where the notation ˚ stands for the para-Hermitian conjugation, that is F pzq˚ △“
F p1{z̄qT and I is the identity matrix of appropriate size. Thereby the pre- and

post-filters Vprpzq “ V pzq˚ and Upopzq “ Upzq˚ are also para-unitary and setting

Ep¨q for the mathematical expectation, we have

}rnpzq}22
△“

ż

|z|“1

Errnpzq˚ rnpzqsdz
z

“
ż

|z|“1

Ernpzq˚Upopzq˚Upopzqnpzqsdz
z

“
ż

|z|“1

Ernpzq˚npzqsdz
z

△“ }npzq}22.

Likewise, we obtain }pxpzq}22 “ }xpzq}22 showing that, in this case, the pre- and post-

filtering do not modify the mean power of the original signal and noise stochastic

processes. Unfortunately, polynomial matrix SVD does not exist in general. Of

course an SVD decomposition is clearly feasible if one relaxes the constrain of the

factors being polynomial. But then, the presence of poles can lead to instability.

Instead, a common solution is to consider a Laurent polynomial matrix decom-

position. Several iterative algorithms have been proposed to obtain approximate

Laurent polynomial matrix SVD [15], [16], [17], [18]. These methods can only gen-

erate approximately diagonal matrices Dpzq, leading to inevitable residual CCI.

The residual CCI may be drastically reduced by increasing the number of iterations

in the algorithms but at the expense of large order of the polynomial Dpzq, which
translates into increased complexity and more intersymbol inteference (ISI) on each

resulting SISO channel. Polynomial order truncation is introduced to limit the de-

grees of the polynomials. But, this truncation can affect the paraunitarity property

of the pre- and post-filters.

In this regard, a MIMO beamforming scheme based on a combination of the

classical Smith canonical form and LU (Gauss elimination) was presented in [11] as

alternative solution.

2.2 LU-Based polynomial matrix decomposition (LU-PMD)

This approach follows the same steps as the classical LU factorization. However in

each step, a preprocessing by the first step of the decomposition in Smith canonical
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form is considered. This preprocessing solves a Bezout equation in order to reduce

the pivot element to a constant. We first obtain

Hpzq “ UpzqRpzq (5)

where Upzq and Rpzq are respectively Nr ˆ Nr-unimodular and Nr ˆ Nt-upper

triangular polynomial matrices. Next, the same decomposition is applied to RpzqT
to obtain

RpzqT “ V pzqTDpzq, (6)

where V pzq is Nt ˆ Nt-unimodular like Upzq in (5). Then, for Nr ě Nt, a common

setting in MIMO systems, the factorization (1) follows with

Dpzq “
«

rDpzq
ONr´Nt,Nt

ff
. (7)

where rDpzq is an Nt ˆ Nt-diagonal matrix and where Oi,j denotes the zero matrix

of size i ˆ j.

2.3 Noise amplification problem

First, observe as in [14], that if the channel’s output noise n is spatially and tem-

porally white, i.e. with power spectral density matrix Ernpzqnpzq˚s “ σ2INr
, then

the post-filtered noise power reads as

}rnpzq}22 “ σ2}Upopzq}2. (8)

The noise component in the equivalent reduced system (i.e. after pre- and post-

filtering) is thus amplified with respect to the original system whenever the norm

of the post-filter is high. This is illustrated in figure 2.3 below.
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Figure 1 Effect of the post-filter norm on the system’s performance: BER vs SNR
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In this experiment, a complete OFDM communication system is simulated with a

4-QAM modulation. The sequence txi,kukě0 in (2) then represents the ith OFDM

signal, including a cyclic prefix. The performance of the LU-based spatial multiplex-

ing is measured by the corresponding bit error rate versus the SNR. Four different

3 ˆ 3 MIMO channels, each corrupted by a unit-variance spacial-temporal white

noise are considered. The performance significantly degrades as the norm of the

post-filter increases.

Clearly, this performance loss cannot be explained only by the noise power en-

hancement since the output signal ry also undergoes the same post-filtering. There-

fore, an analysis based on signal-to-noise ratios is more relevant.

To proceed, note that the post-filtering operation amounts to the resolution of the

linear perturbed system Upzqrypzq “ Hpzqrxpzq ` npzq, with the error term rnpzq.
Let us denote by κpUq △“ }Upzq}

››Upzq´1
›› the condition number of the matrix Upzq

with respect to the L2 matrix norm

}Up¨q}2 △“ 1

2π

ż 2π

0

Tr
”
UpeiωqTUpeiωq

ı
dω “

ż

|z|“1

Tr rUpzq˚Upzqs dz
z

where Trp¨q is the trace operator. Now, compare the communication systems in

(3) and (4) in the light of classical perturbation analysis [19]. The corresponding

noise-to-signal ratios are then related by (see [14]):

}rnpzq}2
}Dpzqxpzq}2

ď κpUq }npzq}2
}Hpzqrxpzq}2

. (9)

When the post-filter Upzq is ill-conditioned, i.e. κpUq " 1, the noise-to-signal ratio

can be significantly higher for the reduced system than for the original system. This

explains the performance degradation observed in the experiment reported in figure

2.
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Figure 2 Effect of the postcoder’s condition number on the BER vs SNR – 3 ˆ 3-MIMO channel

In this experiment, we have considered again the previous setting, with 3 ˆ 3

randomly selected MIMO channels with Rayleigh distribution. The system’s per-

formance is measured by the corresponding bit error rate versus the SNR. The same
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experiment is then repeated with 4ˆ4 and 5ˆ5 MIMO channels in figures 3 and 4,

respectively. All these experiments confirm a drop in performance as the condition

number of the post-filter increases.
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Figure 3 Effect of the postcoder’s condition number on the BER vs SNR – 4 ˆ 4-MIMO channel.
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Figure 4 Effect of the postcoder’s condition number on the BER vs SNR – 5 ˆ 5-MIMO channel.

A row balancing of the post-filter was proposed in [14] as a solution to keep both

the norm and the condition number of the post-filter low (see [20]). This method

consists in replacing the preceding post-filter Upopzq by

Spzq “ WUpopzq, (10)

where W is a diagonal constant matrix selected such that each row of Spzq has unit
norm. The diagonal elements Wi,i of W then read as:

Wi,i “ 1››rUpopzqs
i

››
2

, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Nr (11)
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where rAsi denotes the ith row of matrix A. Accordingly, the channel’s output signal,

after this modified post-filtering would read as:

qypzq “ W rypzq “ WDpzqxpzq ` Spzqnpzq. (12)

Good performance in terms of bit error rate was observed.

Despite this improvement, the LU-based polynomial matrix decomposition for

MIMO beamforming remains less competitive than the state-of-the-art methods

because of the post-filter noise amplification.

3 Results

3.1 A robust decomposition

3.1.1 Source of ill-conditioning

To identify where the above mentioned ill-conditioning stems from, let us recall

one iteration of the LU-based factorization (see [11]). Indeed, the decomposition of

Hpzq in (5) derives from a recursion of the form

Hkpzq “ Φk´1pzqHk´1pzq “ Φk´1pzqΦk´2pzq ¨ ¨ ¨Φk´mpzqHk´mpzq (13)

“ Φpk´1qpzqH0pzq (14)

initialized toH0pzq “ Hpzq and ending atHN pzq “ Rpzq, withN “ minpNr´1, Ntq.
The pk ´ 1qth iterate leads to

Hk´1pzq “

»
———————————————————–

d1pzq h
pkq
1,2pzq ¨ ¨ ¨ h

pkq
1,k´1pzq h

pkq
1,kpzq ¨ ¨ ¨ h

pkq
1,Nt

pzq

0 d2pzq . . .
...

... ¨ ¨ ¨
...

...
. . . h

pkq
k´2,k´1pzq

... ¨ ¨ ¨
...

0
. . . dk´1pzq h

pkq
k´1,kpzq ¨ ¨ ¨ hpkq

k´1,Nt
pzq

0
. . . 0 h

pkq
k,kpzq ¨ ¨ ¨ h

pkq
k,Nt

pzq
...

...
...

...

0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 h
pkq
Nr,k

pzq ¨ ¨ ¨ h
pkq
Nr,Nt

pzq

fi
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl

. (15)

Then, the kth diagonal entry h
pkq
k,kpzq is reduced to the greatest common divisor

(gcd) of the polynomials h
pkq
k`ℓ,kpzq, ℓ “ 0, . . . , Nr ´ k, through the recursion

#
dk,0pzq “ h

pkq
k,kpzq

dk,ℓpzq “ gcdpdk,ℓ´1pzq, hpkq
k`ℓ,kpzqq

which runs until ℓ “ ℓk such that either 1 ď ℓk ă Nr ´ k and dk,ℓkpzq “ 1 or

ℓk “ Nr ´ k. Each iteration ℓ of this recursion is implemented in matrix form by a
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left multiplication by

Ak,ℓpzq “

»
——————–

Ik´1

h
7
k,kpzq h

7
k`ℓ,kpzq

Iℓ´1

´ pdk,ℓ´1pzq phpkq
k`ℓ,kpzq

INr´k´ℓ

fi
ffiffiffiffiffiffifl
, (16)

where pdk,ℓ´1pzq and phpkq
k`ℓ,kpzq are respectively the quotients of dk,ℓ´1pzq and

h
pkq
k`ℓ,kpzq by their gcd dk,ℓpzq and where h

7
k,kpzq and h

7
k`ℓ,kpzq are obtained from

the Bezout equation

h
7
k,kpzqdk,ℓ´1pzq ` h

7
k`ℓ,kpzqhpkq

k`ℓ,kpzq “ dk,ℓpzq.

Next, the kth iteration of the recursion (13) is completed by a Gaussian elimination

step. This is achieved by left multiplying Akpzq “ Ak,ℓkpzqAk,ℓk´1pzq ¨ ¨ ¨Ak,1pzq by

the polynomial matrix

Lkpzq “

»
——–

Ik´1

1

fkpzq INr´k

fi
ffiffifl (17)

where fkpzq “ r0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0looooomooooon
ℓk´1 zeros

h
pkq
k`ℓk`1,kpzq ¨ ¨ ¨hpkq

Nr,k
pzqst. The polynomial transition

matrix in the recursion (13) then readily reads as Φkpzq “ LkpzqAkpzq and has the

block diagonal form

Φkpzq “
«
Ik´1

Ψkpzq

ff
(18)

for some polynomial matrix Ψkpzq. The first k´1 rows of Φpkqpzq “ ΦkpzqΦpk´1qpzq
are therefore identical to that of Φpk´1qpzq. Meanwhile, the degrees of the remaining

rows are increased, compared to Φpk´1qpzq, because of the left multiplication by the

polynomial matrix Ψkpzq. As a consequence, the final matrix

ΦpN´1qpzq “ ΦN´1pzqΦN´2pzq ¨ ¨ ¨Φ0pzq,

which coincides with Upopzq “ Upzq´1 “ ΦpN´1qpzq is badly scaled. This explains

why the post-filter is ill-conditionned [20].

3.1.2 A robust post-filter

As explained above, the row unbalancing induced by the iterations of the decom-

position leads to an ill-conditioned post-filter. Observe that the reduction steps of

the decomposition, implemented by the multiplications by the polynomial matrices

Akpzq, is one of the main sources of the row unbalance. Recall that these steps are

applied to each iteration k, to reduce the pivot (diagonal element of column k) to the
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greatest common divisor of the pivot and the polynomials in column k beneath the

diagonal. As already mentioned, the iterations described in the preceding subsection

are applied to RpzqT to complete the decomposition (1). Consider the iteration k in

this context and call dpzq the gcd of the pivot and the polynomials in column k of

RpzqT , beneath the diagonal. As a result of the factorization (5) described above,

the corresponding pivot is already the greatest common divisor of all the subchan-

nels from the original kth transmit antenna to the receive antennas k, . . . , Nr. Now,

the reduction step for this iteration seeks dpzq as the gcd of 1) all subchannels from

the original kth transmit antenna to the receive antennas k, . . . , Nr and 2) all the

subchannels linking the transmit antennas k, . . . , Nt with the kth receive antenna.

Most likely, dpzq will be equal to one, leading to Akpzq ” IN . A direct consequence

is that the pre-filter Vprpzq is better conditioned than the post-filter Upopzq.
We thus come to the conclusion that the noise amplification can be avoided by a

simple modification in the decomposition by swapping the order in which the pre-

and post-filters are computed. To see this, let us consider the decomposition in (1)

applied to Gpzq “ HpzqT instead of Hpzq, i.e.

Gpzq “ HpzqT “ UpzqDpzqV pzq. (19)

Then transposing back again, we obtain

Hpzq “ V pzqTDpzqUpzqT . (20)

The post-filter becomes V pzqT . Now since the design of V pzq is most likely free

from the reduction step, the output noise enhancement is avoided. This allows the

post-filter to have improved properties. Since the pre-filter has no effect on the noise

component, its conditioning properties will not affect the system’s performance.

3.2 Performance comparison

3.2.1 Performance analysis

The proposed “left-right swapping” scheme is compared to the “row balancing”

solution described in [14]. The condition number of this new post-filter V pzq´1 and

that of the post-filter Spzq in (10) obtained with the “row balancing” technique, are

computed. Also, the output noise power after post-filtering is computed via (8) with

σ2 “ 1. Thereby we consider several pp ˆ pq-MIMO systems, for p “ 3, 4, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 15.
For each system, we thus calculate the average power and the average[1] condition

number on 100 randomly simulated Rayleigh fading channels Hpzq. With the row

balancing, the output noise power is readly given by
?
p. Table 1 displays the

obtained results.

The results show that the proposed “left-right swapping” scheme provides a better

conditioned post-filter matrix, with a reasonable norm (output noise power). It is

therefore expected that this translates into enhanced MIMO-OFDM performance.

The effect in terms of bit error rate is now studied in MIMO-OFDM system. For the

simulation, we consider a spatial multiplexing scheme using V-BLAST algorithm,

[1]Actually, the table displays the median values instead of the mean values because

the computed condition numbers exhibit very high variances.
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Table 1 Left-right Swapping vs Row balancing: Comparison of powers and condition numbers

Post-filter Power Post-filter Condition Number
MIMO Spzq V pzq´1 Spzq V pzq´1

3 ˆ 3 1.732 2.8 14 3

4 ˆ 4 2.000 6.3 56 14

5 ˆ 5 2.236 10.1 156 23

6 ˆ 6 2.449 22.4 400 51

7 ˆ 7 2.646 42.2 4648 287

8 ˆ 8 2.828 76.1 9382 520

9 ˆ 9 3.000 120 35 463 927

10 ˆ 10 3.162 180 135 843 3631

11 ˆ 11 3.317 247 191 350 3671

12 ˆ 12 3.464 424 385 776 21 104

13 ˆ 13 3.605 593 908 480 32 509

14 ˆ 14 3.742 955 1 177 939 39 579

15 ˆ 15 3.873 1733 809 090 65 055

with the ITU Pedestrian-A channel model with the following parameters: 20 MHz

of bandwidth, Ns “ 512 sub-carriers, CP “ Ns{8 “ 64 for cyclic prefix length and

4-QAM modulation.

Figures 5 and 6 show the BER comparison in MIMO-OFDM time domain spatial

multiplexing, between classical the LU-PMD post-filtering, the modified post-filter

based on “row balancing” and this “left-right swapping” scheme.
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Figure 5 BER comparison of the two beamformers: Indoor ITU channel model.

Significant improvement is obtained with the proposed method in both MIMO

3ˆ3 contexts: indoor (5) and outdoor (6). Observe how the performance gain is very

important in the more severe outdoor context. For example, the same BER level of

10´3 is reached with the proposed solution with about 5dB drop in SNR compared

to the “row balancing” trick. This is due to the fact that the post-filter matrix is

better conditioned now, while the output filtering power remains reasonably high.

3.2.2 Comparison with QR-based Spatial Multiplexing

In this subsection, we compare the performance of the improved scheme in MIMO-

OFDM system with those of the QR-Based spatial multiplexing [18]. For the QR
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Figure 6 BER comparison of the two beamformers: Outdoor ITU channel model.

decomposition, we have set the tolerance parameter ε “ 10´3 for the off diagonal el-

ements. With this value, the residual CCI is insignificant. The truncation parameter

is selected as µ “ 10´3 to limit the growth of the degrees of the Laurent polynomials

in the final reduced equivalent channel Dpzq . We refer to [17] for more details on

the meaning and roles of these parameters. For the purpose of the comparison we

have simulated a complete transmission chain from the encoding/interleaving block

of the original binary source to the final demodulation block, through an outdoor

pedestrian ITU MIMO 3 ˆ 3 channel. The different BER are displayed in figure 7.
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Figure 7 BER comparison of LU-based scheme and QR-based scheme.

Figure 7 shows that, in terms of BER in MIMO wideband spatial multiplexing,

the LU-PMD using “left-right swapping” compares favorably to the QR approach,

even for weak SNR. The interesting properties of the LU-PMD decomposition (low

complexity, CCI cancellation and ISI mitigation), are now becoming apparent.
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3.3 A robust and unitary post-filter

As already mentioned before and observed in [14], the “row-balancing” trick im-

proves the conditioning of the post-filter matrix. Swapping the pre- and post-filter

matrices also results in an improved beamforming system as argued above. We

therefore propose in this section a combination of both improvements, that is 1) to

swap the left and right factors of the decomposition to obtain a better conditioned

post-filter at the reception and 2) to apply a row balancing to improve further its

conditioning. The final resulting post-filter matrix is subsequently denoted by Qpzq.
The following table 2 shows how this combination allows one to enhance the good

conditioning of the post-filter matrix. These results are obtained with the same

simulation setting as in table 1.

Table 2 Comparison of condition numbers: Row balancing schemes, Left-right Swapping and
combination of both

Post-filter Condition Number
MIMO Spzq V pzq´1 Qpzq
4 ˆ 4 34 23 16

5 ˆ 5 145 86 46

6 ˆ 6 269 194 96

7 ˆ 7 915 684 257

8 ˆ 8 2908 3339 1002

9 ˆ 9 4028 2863 1187

10 ˆ 10 21 983 17 495 6399

11 ˆ 11 30 620 21 384 10 075

13 ˆ 13 101 547 59 609 40 134

The performance in terms of BER in 3 ˆ 3, 4 ˆ 4 and 5 ˆ 5 MIMO systems is

studied with an ITU Pedestrian-A channel model. The results presented respectively

in figures 8, 9 and 10 confirm the expectation that the combination of the two

methods improves the performance compared to each one taken separately.
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Figure 8 BER Performance in MIMO 3 ˆ 3 by combining “Row balancing” and “Left-right
swapping” methods.
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Figure 9 BER Performance in MIMO 4 ˆ 4 by combining “Row balancing” and “Left-right
swapping” methods.
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Figure 10 BER Performance in MIMO 5 ˆ 5 by combining “Row balancing” and “Left-right
swapping” methods.

4 Discussion

In a spatial multiplexing problem, a common and underlying assumption is that the

coefficients of the polynomial matrix representing the MIMO channel are available.

Accordingly, in all the preceding experiments, the pre- and post-filters correspond

exactly to the right and left factors of the decomposition of the channel that is ac-

tually used to simulated the transmission system. However, the channel coefficients

result from an estimation procedure. The pre- and post-filters therefore do not stem

from the decomposition of the exact transmission MIMO channel. In this section,

we thus study the impact of channel estimation errors in a MIMO wideband system

using LU-based spatial multiplexing. The exact channel polynomial matrix is still

denoted by Hpzq and its estimation will be denoted by pHpzq “ Hpzq `∆Hpzq. The
estimation error is given by the L2 matrix norm

E “ }∆Hpzq}2 “ }Hpzq ´ pHpzq}2. (21)
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In the sequel, we compute the pre- and post-filters from the decomposition of pHpzq
but the MIMO transmission system is still simulated using the exact channel matrix

Hpzq. QR-based decomposition is also implemented in this channel-pre/post-filters

mismatch setting for comparison. We evaluate the BER performance for different

values of the relative error Er “ E{}Hpzq}2. The results are presented in figures 11

and 12.
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Figure 11 LU-PMD: BER Performance with imperfect Channel estimation.
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Figure 12 QR: BER Performance with imperfect Channel estimation.

For Er “ 0.01, we observe that for both the LU-based and QR-based methods, the

BER curves obtained with the exact channel coincide with that corresponding to

the estimated channel. Very small channel estimation errors do not affect the BER

for both methods. However the BER performance drops significantly as the estima-

tion errors increase, and this is particularly visible for high SNR, when the noise

effect is no longer dominant. The proposed LU spatial multiplexing scheme appears

to be more robust to channel estimation imperfection than the QR-based method.

Therefore the proposed LU-PMD with “Left-right swapping” scheme is more real-
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istic than the QR-based approach because it provides better BER performance in

presence of channel estimation errors.

5 Conclusion

Unlike the QR-based decompositions of polynomial matrix, the LU-based decom-

position is simple and exact. Nonetheless, this approach was hitherto discarded in

MIMO wideband spatial multiplexing applications, due to an amplification of the

output noise. We have presented in this paper a simple but effective solution to

this problem of output noise enhancement. We have clearly established in previous

studies that performance limitation of the LU-based spatial multiplexing was essen-

tially due to an ill-conditioning of the corresponding post-filter polynomial matrix.

Matrix row balancing has then been proposed and a significant reduction of the

noise amplification was observed. Here, we have shown that the ill-conditioning of

the post-filter matrix is caused by the pivot reduction step during the polynomial

matrix factorization. A simple permutation of the left and right factors of the de-

composition was sufficient to significantly improve the BER performance compared

to the previous row balancing solution. Then, a combination of both solutions re-

sults in an LU-based polynomial matrix decomposition approach for MIMO spa-

tial multiplexing in which the noise amplification is now avoided. Finally, we have

shown that this proposed LU-based multiplexing scheme compares favorably to the

state-of-the-art QR-based methods, in the realistic setting where knowledge of the

channel’s coefficient matrices is corrupted by estimation errors.

List of abbreviations

MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output

SISO Single Input Single Output

LU ”Lower Upper” matrix facorisation

LU-PMD LU Polynomial Matrix Decomposition

QR QR matrix facorisation

FIR Finite Impulse Response

CCI Co-Channel Interference

ISI InterSymbol Interference

STVC Spatio-Temporal Vector Coding

DMMT Discrete Matrix MultiTone

(D/F)FT (Discrete/Fast) Fourier Transform

(O)FDM (Orthogonal) Frequency-Division Multiplexing

CP Cyclic Prefix

(P)SVD (Polynomial) Singular Value Decomposition

QAM Quadrature Amplitude Modulation

SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio

BER Bit Error Rate
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